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ABSTRACT
Title of Thesis: Influence of Social Observational Learning on Pain Perception
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Thesis Directed by Luana Colloca, MD. Ph.D., Associate Professor,
Department of Pain and Translational Symptom Sciences
The University of Maryland, Baltimore, School of Nursing.
Background: Placebo hypoalgesia is reduction of pain purely by treatment context.
Humans are social beings and learn about their environment by observing others.
Research shows observational learning induces placebo hypoalgesia, but its neural
underpinnings are not explored. Methods: During EEG acquisitions, twenty-six healthy
participants observed a demonstrator experiencing pain on two inert creams on the
forearm. He showed painful and neutral expression for each. They then received same
creams and recorded their pain ratings. Results: We got 11 responders reporting lower
pain (Placebo x̅ = 12.8 ± 3.7, (F (1, 10) = 11.812, p = 0.006)) and 10 non-responders who
showed opposite trend (Placebo x̅ = -6.9±3.5, (F (1, 9) = 3.85, p = 0.081)). The peak
alpha frequencies during eyes closed resting state did not correlate with placebo response.
Conclusion: Social learning does induce placebo in certain people, and further EEG task
analysis can help generate an electrophysiological marker for placebo.
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INTRODUCTION
Pain is subjective making its treatment outcomes not only depend on the pharmacological
core but also the context. For a long-term now healthcare professionals have their focus
on placebo effects as they are the beneficial outcomes of pain treatment due to the
context, rather than specific actions of a drug. (Wager and Atlas, 2015). Previously done
research suggests a combination of informational cues of the treatment context and prior
experience of pain generates the expectation of pain relief due to treatment. This
hypoalgesia solely formed due to expectations can be acquired in several ways (Colagiuri
et al., 2015), like learning through direct experience, verbal suggestions, or by observing
others. Several studies investigated the influence of direct experience using conditioning
paradigms and found that conditioning creates more powerful placebo effects than verbal
suggestions (Colloca et al.,2008). In order to govern the placebo effects in clinical
context, it is essential to learn how they emanate and are maintained. Previous
neuroscience research primarily focused on conditioning paradigms, but human behavior
is also socially influenced (Bandura, 1977; Miller and Dollard, 1941). Hence recent
research suggests that observational learning can generate placebo hypoalgesia (Colloca
and Benedetti, 2009; Hunter et al., 2014; Swider and Bąbel, 2013; Vögtle et al., 2013).
Recent studies have concluded that the rostral anterior cingulate and the periaqueductal
gray regions of the brain and their functional connectivity pose to be critical for
descending pain modulation, and placebo analgesia (Bingel et al., 2006; Eippert et al.,
2009; Wager et al., 2004). Additionally, there is considerable evidence that prefrontal
regions, especially the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), are critically involved in
1

placebo analgesia (Krummenacher et al., 2010). The prefrontal cortex consistently shows
high activation related to the anticipation of analgesia and experience of pain relief
induced by a placebo manipulation (Wager et al., 2004; Wager and Atlas, 2015).
Therefore the current understanding is that the prefrontal cortex maintains and updates
expectancies regarding pain (Lorenz et al., 2003) and that these prefrontal regions
influence the experience of pain by activating the descending pain modulatory system.
Placebo effects may seem like a paradox, but it plays an integral role in facilitating
beneficial therapeutic outcomes associated with any pain treatment. Although expectancy
induced hypoalgesia can be gained through several ways, our objective is to determine
the brain mechanisms of observationally-induced hypoalgesia using an
Electroencephalography (EEG) approach. The noninvasive technique measures changes
in the electrical signals received from the brain and enabled us to unravel the localization
and neural activation associated with specific events and cues including the perception of
painful experimental simulations and their modulation. This experiment will advance our
understanding of cognitive processes associated with placebo hypoalgesia and the social
and emotional factors that influence pain processing. A better understanding of how
socially developed treatment expectation influences the experience of pain will allow us
to determine contextual factors shaping pain and responses to treatments. Knowledge
about the neural processes associated with endogenous pain relief might lead to novel
developments in therapeutic pain strategies. We anticipate generating findings that will
advance our knowledge in the representation of cognitive processes, i.e., expectancies in
the brain and how they influence human social behaviors.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Generation of Placebo effect through Classical Conditioning
Previous studies provide evidence that classical conditioning, both medicinal and nonmedicinal can lead to placebo effects. Benedetti et al., 1999 conducted a pharmacological
conditioning study where the participants underwent two-days of conditioning with
injections of either morphine, an opioid-based analgesic or ketorolac, a non-steroidal
analgesic. On the test out day, participants were injected with either saline or opioid
antagonist naloxone and informed that it was a painkiller. Participants treated with saline
showed a significant placebo effect, while those given naloxone only demonstrated
placebo analgesia if they were conditioned with ketorolac. The least expression of
placebo analgesia in the morphine group indicated that morphine-induced placebo
analgesia involves the opioidergic system. Above described experiment demonstrates that
classically conditioned placebo effects operate via the specific system activated by the
pharmacological agent. Voudouris et al., 1990 developed an experimental design with a
non-medicinal type conditioning simply by manipulations of pain stimulation with and
without placebo during training and then test phase. This paradigm paved the way for
more in-depth analysis of behavioral conditions that produced placebo effects. Based on
Voudouris et al., 1990 experimental design Colloca et al., 2010 tested the impact the
length of training had on placebo effects. Here the participants were randomized to
receive training linked with ‘supposed’ activation of the sham electrode as short as ten
trials to as long as forty trials and concluded that more extended the training period, the
more substantial the placebo effect.

3

Generation of Placebo effect through Verbal suggestion and its fusion with conditioning
We are aware that verbal suggestion is one among the types of cues that can generate
expectancies. A study by Kirsch et al., 1997 comparing the differences in placebo effects
induced by conditioning and verbal suggestions is a good example to understand the
impact of verbal suggestions. All the participants received a placebo cream with a
reduction in pain stimulation, but for one group the reduction was covert, while for the
other group it was open verbal suggestions. Despite both groups receiving an identical
cream-pain reduction, only the covert group exhibited placebo analgesia on the test
compared to the group which was under verbal suggestion. The results can be interpreted
as a form of ‘cue competition’ suggested by Balsam et al., 2009. It can be inferred from
the name itself that in cue competition, two or more cues compete for associability with a
given outcome. If one is already predictive, then no learning occurs to the other cues.
This concept can be associated with Kirsch’s study, where the verbal instructions were
correctly predicted to reduce pain during training, and no new expectancy learning
occurred that would produce a placebo effect.
Generation of Placebo effect through Social Observational learning
All the above examples of placebo effects involve direct first-hand experience. However,
Colloca et al., 2009 was the first to demonstrate the establishment of placebo effects via
social learning. The participants observed a demonstrator reporting less pain when a
placebo electrode was ‘supposedly’ activated compared to when it was ‘inactive.’
Participants then received pain stimulation with and without the same electrode active.
Despite the intensity of the pain stimulation being the same, participants reported less
pain with the placebo condition than the control condition. The fact that they did not have
the first-hand experience with placebo and subsequent reduction in pain indicates that
4

their placebo analgesia was learned socially. Hunter et al., 2014 applied the conclusions
made by Colloca et al., 2009 in a paradigm where short video clips were used in which
the demonstrator reported less pain for the placebo condition and this induced placebo
analgesia in the observer. All the behavioral studies mentioned above demonstrates an
integral part learning plays in inducing a placebo effect.
Brain Regions and Electroencephalogram oscillations and placebo analgesia
We know that placebo analgesia arises from learning of treatment expectations during
conditioning and Lui et al., 2010; Watson et al., 2009 have associated dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex region of the brain to maintain and update these expectations. When
placebo analgesia is acquired through social observational learning, empathy for pain and
mentalizing plays a very crucial role. Bernhardt et al., 2012; Engen et al., 2013; Singer et
al., 2004, have pinpointed that empathy is mediated by active regions involved in pain
processing like anterior insular cortex and the posterior, anterior cingulate cortex. While
Mahy et al., 2014 suggested that mentalizing is associated with brain regions such as the
medial prefrontal cortex and the temporoparietal junction. Processing of pain in the brain
is modulated by two approaches namely the bottom-up approach where the pain is
induced by varying stimulus intensity, and the top-down approach by varying attention
and inducing expectation of the stimulus. When pain is modulated by manipulating the
expectation about the pain stimulus in the form of a placebo conditioning, Tiemann et al.,
2015 suggested that evoked potentials and alpha suppressions are more closely related to
pain processing. Schulz et al., 2012 stated that nociceptive processing rides pain, and the
gamma oscillations in the somatosensory cortex feedforward the signal of sensory
information to other brain areas involved in pain processing and behavioral responses to
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pain. Studies conducted by Taesler et al., 2016; Tu et al., 2016; Babiloni et al., 2006
concluded that continual oscillations play an essential role in shaping pain perception.
Individually, the alpha oscillations over the sensorimotor cortex are inversely
proportional to the level of pain perception. Correspondingly, Huneke et al., 2013
investigated the expectation of analgesia and found that placebo effects correlated with
changes of alpha oscillations in the sensorimotor and prefrontal cortex. Intriguingly Tu et
al., 2016 mentioned that alpha and gamma oscillations together have a stronger predictive
value than each component individually. These oscillations provide complementary
information about feedforward and feedback signaling in expectations of pain and its
processing.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
1) To induce placebo hypoalgesia through observational learning and investigate its
neural mechanisms through an electroencephalography mapping approach.
2) To measure pain sensitivity (i.e., pain thresholds and maximum tolerance) and
determine their potential influence on social learning and placebo response.
3) To test the differences in social learning and psychosocial factors between men
and women.
HYPOTHESIS
Observative learning of benefits of treatment in another person will result in placebo
hypoalgesic responses which associate with specific EEG band- frequency changes
namely the alpha oscillation.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Twenty-six participants were recruited for the study and they comprised of fourteen
females and twelve males within an age range of twenty-three ± four years. Twenty-one
volunteers’ data were included in the analysis. The other five participants were excluded
due to the following reasons, one participant had thick hair and not all the electrodes for
the EEG montage could be activated, two participants were pilot runs, and two
participants received a different briefing about the study during consent compared to the
rest. Participants were phone-screened before they were enrolled as potential subjects.
They were confirmed if they were between 18-55 years old, right-handed, did not have
any impaired hearing, was not color blind, did not have any allergies or sensitivities, did
not suffer from any neurological, chronic pain, psychiatric disorders, and that they are not
prescribed any analgesia inducing medications. Those volunteers who passed the phone
screening were informed that the study session would be four hours long and that they
would have to take a drug test upon consenting. If tested positive they would be excluded
from the study and will not be compensated. The study was approved by the internal
review board of the University of Maryland, Baltimore.
Experimental Procedures
This study was held at the University Of Maryland Baltimore- School Of Nursing, 7th
Floor Clinical Suites.
Upon fulfilling the eligibility criteria, participants gave written informed consent and
were asked to take a drug test to check for the use of any excluded drug. A CLIA waived
Multi-Drug Urine test cup was given, and the participants were instructed to collect their
7

urine sample to the minimum level marked on the cup. If the test showed a positive
result, then the participant was excluded from the study.
CLIA waived Multi-Drug Test Cup

Figure1: CLIA waived Multi-Drug Urine test cup; Source: https://www.rapidexams.com

Once the participant passed the drug test, they moved to the study room for the briefing
of the sequence of events.
First, the participant performed the pain sensitivity assessment. Medoc PATHWAY
CHEPS model also known as Contact heat- evoked potential stimulator which can deploy
rapid heating rate of 70°C/sec and cooling rate of 40°C/sec, was used to deliver a series
of pain stimuli divided into four groups with three stimuli in each group.
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Medoc Pathway machine- CHEPS thermode

Figure 2: Medoc PATHWAY ATS/CHEPS Machine and the CHEPS Thermode; Source: https://medocweb.com

For the first group of three stimuli; the participants were asked to click the control button
(mouse) as soon as they felt the thermode placed on their left forearm turning warm. The
second group of three stimuli determined their pain threshold, and they were instructed to
use the control button as soon as the stimuli reached a pain level between 10 and 30 out
of 100. The third group marked the individual’s medium pain threshold and were
instructed to do the same as soon as the stimuli reached a level between 50 and 60 out of
100. The final group determined their maximum pain threshold and were asked to use the
control button once they feel the stimuli have reached their maximum pain tolerance
level.
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Pain Sensitivity Assessment Trails Graph

Figure 3 Pain Sensitivity and Threshold measurement prototype of the 12 trials; Source: https://medocweb.com

Based on the temperatures obtained from the pain sensitivity assessment the participants
were then subjected to pain calibration. The participants received a series of 8 different
stimuli and were asked to rate each stimulus on the visual analog scale (VAS). The scale
was ranging from 0 to 100, where 0 being No pain and 100 being a Maximum tolerable
pain. Participants used the celeritas to register their pain rating on the VAS. They were
instructed to press the index finger button on the celeritas to move the red cursor on the
scale to the “no pain” region if the stimuli they received was not painful. For high pain
stimuli, they were asked to use the ring finger button to move the red cursor to the
maximum tolerable pain region.
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Celeritas and Pain Intensity Rating Scale

Figure 4 The Visual Analogue Pain Scale which the participants used to record their Pain Intensity Level
using the Celeritas machine; Source for the celeritas machine: https://pstnet.com

The participants were given to read a set of instructions about the experimental tasks that
they would be performing during the EEG phase and asked to complete two
questionnaires measuring their state of mind and anxiety level before the task began.
Psychological Questionnaires Prior to and Post EEG experimental tasks
Name of the Questionnaire
Abbreviati Estimated
Pre/Post EEG
on
time to
task
complete
State and Trait Anxiety
STAI-Y1
2 minutes
Pre EEG-Task
Inventory (Spielberger et al.,
1983)
Multidimensional Mood State
MDMQ
1 minute
Pre EEG-Task
Questionnaire (Steyer R et al.,
1997)
Experimenter Rating Scale
ERS
2 minutes
Post EEG Task
Post-experimental intrinsic
PEIMI
4 minutes
Post EEG Task
motivation inventory
(Edward McAuley et al., 2013)
Table 1 The list of psychological questionnaires given to the participants before starting the EEG experimental
procedures and after completing the EEG experimental procedures with a rough estimate of the time taken to
complete

In the instruction sheet, the participants were given a general overview of the experiment
of how we want to compare the brain processes of observation of pain and pain
treatments to the self-experience of pain and pain treatment. They were told that the
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experiment is divided into two phases – observation phase and self-experience phase.
During the observation phase, they will be observing the demonstrator receiving pain on
two creams applied on his forearm- control cream and an active cream (color-coded with
blue and green). In the self-experience phase, they will receive pain on each of the cream
applied on their forearm and that it would be similar to what they observed. The
experimenter verbally repeated these instructions before setting up the EEG montage.
Electroencephalogram (EEG) montage
After the participant read the instructions, the EEG was set up. The 64-Channel electrode
cap consisting of 10-20 system electrodes and additional electrodes Iz, Oz, POz, CPz,
Fpz, PO1/2/9/10, CP1/2/3/4/5/6, AF3/4, F5/6, FC1/2/3/4/5/6, FT7/8/9/10, C1/2/5/6,
TP7/8/9/10 and P5/6 was placed on the participant's head. A high viscous gel was applied
setting the electrode impedance below 20 kΩ. All the EEG equipment used was from
Brain Products, Munich, Germany. After the montage was complete, the resting state was
acquired for six minutes with three minutes eyes closed and opened.
64 Channel EEG montage
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Figure 5 64- Channel Electrode EEG montage, where the green represents the 1-32 channels, and yellow
represents 33-64 channel; Source: http://www.brainproducts.com

Application of gel for 64 channel electrodes

Figure 6 Gel is applied to the electrodes and is set at an impedance level 0 to 50 kiloohm;
Source: http://www.brainproducts.com

Experimental Paradigm

Figure 7: Study sequence and Experimental Paradigm
The entire study visit is approximately 4 hours long, and the EEG recordings last approximately one hour
and include two phases: the observation and the self-experience phases. Each of these phases has four
blocks in total for two conditions- the placebo and the control condition, which in turn have 20 trials each.
The observational phase includes an anticipatory visual cue (2-2.5 sec), the demonstrator picture (1 sec),
cross delay (2 sec), the VAS related to the demonstrator (2 Sec), an inter-trial-interval (4-7 sec) and the
observation rating (5 sec) at the end of the block. Similarly, the self-experience phase includes the
anticipatory cues (2-2.5 sec), but this time the participant would receive the painful stimulation (2.5 sec)
and therefore rate his/her pain experience (5 sec). Observed and perceived pain experiences are assessed
by using the VAS anchored to 0=no pain and 100=maximum tolerable pain. A celeritas device will capture
the ratings automatically with scripts that have been programmed for this scope using eprime.
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The study aims to see if social observational learning induces placebo analgesia and
subsequently alters the perception of pain, so the participants upon completing of the
EEG montage were informed that they would be observing a picture of a demonstrator on
the computer screen in front of them.
The demonstrator received thermal stimuli on a forearm location where the active cream
(not a real painkiller cream a sham cream) and on a forearm location where the control
cream was applied. VanicreamTM suggested by the University of Maryland Pharmacy was
used as the sham cream. It is free of any dyes and fragrances. FDA approved food colors
green and blue were mixed with this cream to correspond with the experimental condition
Analgesic and Control Creams

Figure 8 VanicreamTM mixed with FDA approved food colors Green and Blue. The position of the creams
on the forearm based on the randomization of the participant.
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The participants received these two creams on their forearms and were informed that one
was an inert placebo cream and the other was a painkiller cream. During this phase the
colored cue (green or blue) appeared on the screen for one second, followed by the
demonstrator’s picture for one second and cross delay for two seconds and then the
demonstrator’s pain rating (VAS) for two seconds. Depending on the randomization, for
example, the demonstrator expressed a relaxed neutral face during the case run and a
painful face during the control run. The pain rating of the demonstrator was presented
briefly, and for the case condition, the rating was between VAS 10-30 and in the control
condition between VAS 70-90. The participant was then asked to rate the pain of the
demonstrator at the end of each block. Like the observation phase, the self-experience
phase also had the anticipatory cue jittered between two and two and a half seconds
followed by the pain stimuli for two and a half seconds, a cross delay for two seconds
then the pain rating scale (VAS) appeared for 5 seconds. Here the participants
experienced heat pain on the site where the two creams were applied and that the visual
cues let them know about the stimulation site like the observation phase. The pain stimuli
administered was kept constant throughout the self-experience phase and was derived
from the pain calibration previously performed corresponding to the VAS of 50-60.
Psychological questionnaires
Once the participants completed all the experimental EEG tasks they were asked to fill
out the battery of psychological questionnaires. The questionnaire battery consists of the
following: -
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Table 2 The list of psychological questionnaires given to the participants after completing
the EEG experimental procedures with a rough estimate of the time taken to complete.
Name of the Questionnaire

Pain Catastrophizing Scale (Sullivan MJL et

Abbreviatio

Estimated time to

n

complete

PCS

3 minutes

FPQ

2 minutes

IRI

3 minutes

STAI- Y2

2 minutes

NEO

4 minutes

BES

2 minutes

Lot-R

1 minute

TPQ

5 minutes

al., 1995)
Fear of Pain Questionnaire (Simons et al.,
2011)
Interpersonal Reactivity Index (Davis M.H.
1980)
State and Trait Anxiety Inventory
(Speilberger et al., 1983)
Neuroticism – Extroversion - Openness
Inventory (Paul T. Costa Jr. and R. McCrae
1992)
Basic Empathy Scale (Jolliffe and Farrington,
2006)
Life-Orientation Test-Revisited (Scheier et
al., 1994)
Tridimensional Personality Questionnaire
(Cloninger et al., 1991)
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Table 2 Continued
Sensation Seeking (Zuckerman et al., 1964)

SS

5 minutes

Multidimensional Iowa Suggestibility Scale

MISS

6 minutes

BIS/BAS

3 minutes

PANAS

2 minutes

PSWQ

2 minutes

ASI

2 minutes

EHI

1 minute

BDI

4 minutes

Becks Anxiety Inventory (Beck et al., 1998)

BAI

3 minutes

Mood and Anxiety Symptom Questionnaire

MASQ

4 minutes

(Kotov et al., 2004)
Behavioral Inhibition and Behavioral
Activation Scale (Carver C.S, and White,
T.L 1994)
Positive and Negative Affective Schedule
(Crawford J.R., and Henry, J.D, 2004)
Penn State Worry Questionnaire (Meyer et
al., 1990)
Anxiety Sensitivity Index (Steven Reiss, and
Richard McNally 1985)
Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (R.C.
Oldfield, 1971)
Beck Depression Inventory (Beck et al.,
1961)

(Clark and Watson 1991)
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Table 2 Continued
Belief about Medicines Questionnaire

BMQ

3 minutes

PSQI

2 minutes

Last Night Sleep Questionnaire

LSQ

2 minutes

Social Desirability Scale (Marlowe et al.,

SDS

4 minutes

(Arianne P. Verhagen, 2017)

Pittsburg Sleep Quality Index (Buyssee et
al., 1989)

1960)

Implicit assessment testing (IAT), and Debriefing
Before the completion of the psychological questionnaires, the participants perform the
implicit assessment testing (IAT). This test measures implicit attitudes and beliefs that
people might be unwilling or unable to report. It was used as a measure to detect group
biases (Greenwald et al., 1998). Study debriefing is done once the participant completes
all the tasks to discuss the nature of deception used during the experiment, and asked
permission if the collected data can be used for statistical analysis.
Statistical Analysis
To determine if significant placebo analgesia has been developed through observation,
similar to previously performed studies (Colloca et al., 2009; Hunter et al., 2014; Vögtle
et al., 2013) we analyze the behavioral data which primarily consists of the pain ratings
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recorded during the self-experience phase. We use repeated ANOVA to analyze the
differences between the ratings in the placebo and control conditions. To investigate if
measurements obtained from questionnaires especially those measuring empathy quotient
are related to the behavioral effect, we used SPSS to perform Pearson`s correlation
between the questionnaire scores and the difference of the means of both conditions.
EEG Preprocessing
The EEG acquired before the experimental tasks that are with three minutes eyes closed
and three minutes eyes opened and during the experimental tasks were preprocessed
using EEGLAB (supported by Matlab). The first step involved band-pass filtering the
EEG between 5 and 16 Hz after which high-pass filtering of the data was done at 0.5 Hz
to remove the drift of baseline. The Surface Laplacian (SL) was used to transform the
scalp-recorded EEG into estimates of radial current flow. The direction of the radial
currents was denoted with a positive and negative sign. The positive values represented
the flow of current from the brain to the scalp (sources) while negative values represented
the flow from the scalp to the brain (sinks) (Srinivasan et al., 2006). Independent
component analysis was done to correct for vertical and horizontal eye movements as
well as muscle artifacts.
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Fifteen components of the ICA

Figure 9 the independent component analysis shows fifteen different components for rejection if any eye or muscular
movements are noted. The components boxed in black and red are typical examples of muscular and eye artifact. The
component boxed in black depicts a blink where there is activation in the frontal zone and dipoles near the ears
defining strong muscular movements. The component boxed in red is an example of a saccade.

Peak Alpha Frequency Analysis
Using FieldTrip toolbox in Matlab the EEG recorded before experimental tasks
specifically with three minutes (hundred and eighty seconds) eyes closed was segmented
into five seconds epochs and power spectral density in the 2–40 Hz range was derived for
each epoch in 0.2 Hz bins. The center of gravity (CoG) method was used to derive the
peak alpha frequency where CoG is calculated using the following formula: 𝑛

𝐶𝑜𝐺 =

∑𝑖 𝑓𝑖∗ 𝑎𝑖
𝑛

∑𝑖 𝑎𝑖

, fi is i-th frequency bin including and above 9 Hz, n is the number of

frequency bins between 9 and 11 Hz, and ai the spectral amplitude for fi. The averaged
PAF was then identified as the peak frequency.
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RESULTS
Behavioral results
The data of twenty-one participants (Eleven females) was used to assess whether a
placebo response was successfully induced. The pain ratings reported by the participants
after each trial in the self-experience phase was examined. After performing ANOVA, we
found a homologous relationship between the pain levels reported during the control and
placebo condition (F (1, 20) = 1.055, p = 0.317) hence we further examined the
possibility of two main patterns of response.
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Overall Observation phase, Expectation, and Anxiety, Self-Experience Phase Ratings

Figure 10 (a) the participants reported these ratings after they watched the demonstrator's pain experience in the
observation phase. They rated at the end of each block for each condition. The mean rating for Placebo condition was
𝑥̅ = 23 and for control it was 𝑥̅ = 74 (b) the participants were asked to report their expectation of pain and anxiety level
for each of the condition before they began the self-experience phase. The participants reported a mean 𝑥̅ = 24 for
their expectation of pain in placebo condition and a 𝑥̅ =69 for the control condition. A mean of 𝑥̅ = 18 for anxiety level
for the placebo condition and 𝑥̅ = 48 for control condition. EP- Expectation Placebo condition; EC- Expectation Control
Condition AP- Anxiety Placebo Condition; AC- Anxiety Control Condition (c) these are the pain intensity ratings for the
placebo and control conditions during the self-experience phase. They received twenty stimuli for each block, and the
blocks were repeated twice making a total of forty trials for each condition. The participants had a mean pain intensity
rating 𝑥̅ = 44 for placebo condition and 𝑥̅ = 47 for control condition

With the help of a median split, we derived that n= 11 (eight female) participants reported
a significant reduction in pain during the placebo condition, while n= 10 (three female)
participants reported a reduction in pain during control condition. Hence the participants
who reported less pain during placebo condition were termed as ‘Responders,’ (F (1, 10)
= 11.812, p = 0.006) and those who reported less pain for control condition were termed
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as ‘Non-Responders’ (F (1, 9) = 3.85, p = 0.081). The mean placebo effect in responders
was (mean ± SEM) x̅ = 12.8 ± 3.7, and for non-responders, it was x̅ = -6.9 ± 3.5.
Observation phase ratings – Responder and Non-responders

Figure 11 (a) the participants classified as ‘responders’ reported these ratings after they watched the demonstrator's
pain experience in the observation phase. They rated at the end of each block for each condition. The mean rating for
Placebo condition was 𝑥̅ = 24 and for control it was 𝑥̅ = 78 (b) ) the participants classified as ‘Non-responders’ reported
these ratings after they watched the demonstrator's pain experience in the observation phase. They rated at the end
of each block for each condition. The mean rating for control condition was 𝑥̅ = 74 and for placebo it was 𝑥̅ = 18
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Expectation and Anxiety ratings – Responders and Non-responders

Figure 12 the participants were asked to report their expectation of pain and anxiety level for each of the condition
before they began the self-experience phase. (a) The participants classified as 'Responders' reported a mean 𝑥̅ = 21 for
their expectation of pain in placebo condition and a 𝑥̅ =70 for the control condition. A mean of 𝑥̅ = 16 for anxiety level
for the placebo condition and 𝑥̅ = 48 for control condition. (b) The participants classified as 'Non-responders' reported a
mean 𝑥̅ = 67 for their expectation of pain in control condition and a 𝑥̅ =27 for placebo condition. A mean of 𝑥̅ = 51 for
anxiety level for the control condition and 𝑥̅ = 20 for placebo condition.
EP- Expectation Placebo condition; EC- Expectation Control Condition
AP- Anxiety Placebo Condition; AC- Anxiety Control Condition
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Self-Experience Phase Ratings- Responders and Non-responders

Figure13 these are the pain intensity ratings for the placebo and control conditions during the self-experience phase.
They received twenty stimuli for each block, and the blocks were repeated twice making a total of forty trials for each
condition. (a) The participants termed as ‘Responders’ had a mean pain intensity rating 𝑥̅ = 34 for placebo condition
and 𝑥̅ = 47 for control condition (b) The participants termed as ‘Non-responders’ had a mean pain intensity rating 𝑥̅ =
43 for control condition and 𝑥̅ = 50 for placebo condition.
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Effects of Pain Sensitivity on Placebo response
We wanted to understand if an individual’s pain sensitivity influenced their placebo
response. A Pearson correlation was run to determine the relationship between the pain
sensitivity and placebo response. There was little or no correlation between the pain
threshold level (rated between ten and thirty in the pain intensity scale) and placebo
effect, which was not statistically significant r = 0.43, n = 21, p = 0.051. Similarly, the
maximum pain tolerance (rated between ninety and hundred in the pain intensity scale)
had minimal correlation with placebo response and was also statistically insignificant r =
-0.049, n = 21, p = 0.834.

Figure 14 these are the scatter plot constructed between placebo effect and pain sensitivity. (a) the correlation
between placebo effect and pain threshold level reported by all participants. (b) the correlation between placebo
effect and maximum pain tolerance reported by all participants.

Since we reported the difference in placebo response, we performed an independent
sample T-test to assess any distinction in pain sensitivity between responders and nonresponders, and we found it to be nugatory. For pain threshold level (rated between ten
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and thirty in the pain intensity scale) we got t (19) = -0.69, p = 0.49 and the responders
reported a mean of 38.4 ± 1.1 (mean ± SEM) compared to non-responders who had a
mean of 37.5 ± 0.5. For the maximum pain tolerance level (rated between ninety and
hundred in the pain intensity scale) we got t (19) = -0.79, p = 0.93 and the responders had
a mean 46.5 ± 1.0 and non-responders had a mean of 46.4 ± 0.5.
Effect of Psychosocial factor on Placebo response
Empathy is an essential factor to be considered while assessing for placebo hyperalgesia
as the participants observe the demonstrator receiving painful stimuli before their own
experience. We performed a Pearson correlation to find the relationship between empathy
and placebo response. We used Inter-Person Reactivity Index questionnaire empathic
concern sub-score for the empathy level. (M.H. Davis 1981). There was slight negative
correlation between empathy and placebo response, which was statistically insignificant r
= -0.138, n = 21, p = 0.55.

Figure 15 the correlation between the Interpersonal Reactivity index subscore Empathic concern and Placebo effect.
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Since we classified placebo response into two categories, an independent sample T-test
was performed to understand the difference in empathy level between the responders and
non-responders which resulted in an insignificant relation with a t(19) = 1.18, p = 0.25.
The table below shows the mean and standard error of mean calculated for the sub-scores
of the questionnaire.
Group

n

IRI-PT

IRI-FS

IRI-EC

IRI-PD

Responders

11

22±1.1

17±1.9

19±1.2

8.6±1.6

TOTAL
IRI
67±3.7

NonResponders

10

20±1.2

17±1.5

21±1.0

9.8±1.9

68±3

Table 3. The mean and standard error mean calculated from the responders’ and non-responders’ results of the InterPerson Reactivity Index questionnaire. The four sub-scores reported are IRI-PT – Perspective taking, IRI-FS – Fantasy
Score, IRI-PD – Personal Distress, and IRI-EC – Empathic Concern.

Difference between the Sexes in Pain Sensitivity
We wanted to investigate if there was any difference in pain threshold and tolerance
between males and females hence we again performed an independent sample T-test and
found the effect to be meager. For pain threshold level rated between ten and thirty on the
pain intensity scale we got t (19) = -0.119, p = 0.90 and females reported a mean of
38.04 ± 0.94 (mean ± SEM) while males reported a mean of 37.8 ± 0.88. For maximum
pain tolerance rated between ninety and hundred in the pain intensity scale, we got t (19)
= 0.42, p = 0.67 and females reported a mean of 46.2 ± 0.86 while males had a mean of
46.7 ± 0.82.
Differences between the Sexes in Psychosocial factors
Like pain sensitivity effects, an independent sample T-test was done to calculate the
difference of empathy level using the interpersonal reactivity index empathic concern
subscale in females and males, and we got a significant result of t (19) = -2.14, p = 0.045.
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With this, we can say that there are differences in the level of empathy between females
and males and that females showed more empathy than males. The table below shows the
mean and standard error of mean calculated for the sub-scores of the IRI questionnaire.

Group

n

IRI-PT

IRI-FS

IRI-EC

IRI-PD

Females

11

21.4±1.1

19±1.9

21.6±0.8

11.7±1.4

TOTAL
IRI
73.9±3.4

Males

10

21.6±1.4

14.9±1.1

18.4±1.2

6.4±1.7

61.3±2.8

Table 4 the mean and standard error mean calculated from females’ and males’ results of the Inter-Person Reactivity
Index questionnaire. The four sub-scores reported are IRI-PT – Perspective taking, IRI-FS – Fantasy Score, IRI-PD –
Personal Distress, and IRI-EC – Empathic Concern.

EEG results
The peak alpha frequency for the data acquired during the resting state -three minutes
(hundred and eighty seconds) eyes closed was measured for the dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex (DLPFC) and the somatosensory cortex. The EEG signal recorded by the electrode
channels 34 and 35 was used to measure the peak alpha frequency, and its amplitude in
the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and channel 15 was used for the somatosensory cortex.
Correlation analysis was done between the peak alpha frequencies and the placebo
response recorded. There was insignificant correlation for the peak alpha frequencies for
the DLPFC (r = 0.270, p = 0.249 [C34]; r = 0.025, p = 0.918 [C35]) and somatosensory
region (r = 0.025, p = 0.917 [C15]) with placebo response. Another correlation analysis
was done between the amplitude of peak alpha frequencies and placebo responses. There
was again insignificant correlation for the amplitude of alpha peak frequency for the
DLPFC (r = -0.222, p = 0.347 [C34]; r = -0.080, p = 0.737 [C35]) and somatosensory
region (r = -0.152, p = 0.522 [C15]) with placebo response.
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Figure 16 (a) the correlation between Peak Alpha frequency measured at the Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex-Left (C34)
and the Placebo Effect.(b) correlation between the amplitude of Peak Alpha Frequency at the Dorsolateral Prefrontal
Cortex-Left (C34) and the Placebo Effect.
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Figure 17 (a) the correlation between Peak Alpha frequency measured at the Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex-Right
(C35) and the Placebo Effect.(b) the correlation between Amplitude of Peak Alpha frequency measured at the
Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex-Right (C35) and the Placebo Effect.
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Figure 18(a) the correlation between Peak Alpha frequency measured at the Somatosensory cortex (C15) and the
Placebo Effect.(b) the correlation between Amplitude of Peak Alpha frequency measured at the Somatosensory
cortex(C15) and the Placebo Effect.
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DISCUSSION
In this study, we hypothesized that observational learning induces placebo hypoalgesia
and we further explored this effect on the neural level by mapping the modulations
observed in the EEG frequencies. Even though the overall placebo responses were
insignificant, we found a considerable amount of response in a discrete group of
individuals. Humans are social beings, and it has been long known that social and
contextual cues and the atmosphere around them, for example, the practitioner’s
behavior, drug’s smell and color, medical devices, all contribute towards the generation
of placebo responses (Benedetti et al., 2002). An array of research indicates that the
placebo analgesic response is a learned phenomenon and out of these Colloca and
Benedetti (Colloca et al., 2009) were the first to demonstrate the induction of placebo
hypoalgesia through social observational learning.
In our experiment, there was difference in the reported pain level between the subjects.
The participants classified as “Responders” consistently reported lower pain level for
those stimuli paired with the analgesic cue with relation to what they observed while
those classified as “Non-responders” showed a trend in the opposite direction. An
essential factor to consider while understanding social observational learning of placebo
hypoalgesia is the empathy trait. In this study, the empathic concern was derived from the
inter-person reactivity index self-report questionnaire (Davis et al., 1983) and
interestingly, we found no significant correlation between placebo effect and empathic
concern. This finding was somewhat in resonance with Hunter et al., 2014 study where
they compared the correlation between the placebo effect and empathic concern to the
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previous study by Colloca & Benedetti. Hunter stated that no correlation was observed
because the demonstration was in a video format unlike the live face-to-face experience
in the Colloca & Benedetti study. Interpersonal context modulates empathy (Singer et al.,
2006) and since the participants did not have any form of interaction with the
demonstrator in the picture it resulted in no correlation. When we look at the number of
individuals classified as “Responders” in our study the majority of them were females
while compared to the “Non-responders” group. This suggests that there is difference
between the sexes concerning pain perception. Furthermore, when we analyzed the
difference between males and females with regards to empathy we did find significance
showing that females reflected higher empathy than males while there was no difference
observed in their pain sensitivity.
While exploring the neural underpinnings of the placebo effect, we first wanted to
understand the individual’s susceptibility to pain. One way to find this biomarker
accounting for vulnerability to pain is to access the role neural oscillations like the alpha
rhythm play in pain experience (M. Ploner et al., 2017). The peak alpha frequency which
is the frequency within 8–12 Hz that has maximal power has been found to change across
the lifespan, increasing from childhood to adulthood, and decreasing with age (Hashemi
et al., 2016; Bazanova and Vernon, 2014). de Vries et al., and Lim et al., had
demonstrated that patients who are suffering from neuropathic pain conditions, were
found to have slower peak alpha frequency (de Vries et al., 2013; Lim et al., 2016). Nir et
al., 2010 suggested that exposure to acute, painful stimuli in healthy subjects has been
found to increase the frequency of alpha activity. Furthermore, Nir et al., 2010 stated that
peak alpha frequency collected from healthy individuals before pain stimulation
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positively correlated with pain intensity, and that peak alpha frequency measure reflects
the individual vulnerability to pain. In our study, the participants receive acute pain
stimuli, and while we tried to correlate the peak alpha frequency measure before
stimulation with their pain threshold and maximum pain tolerance, we found it to be
insignificant, so we did not report it but was trending towards a positive correlation. Nir
et al., 2010 had derived the peak alpha frequencies for the anterior frontal, temporal and
central regions of the brain, and correlated them with pain sensitivity. In our study, we
derived the peak alpha frequencies for medial frontal and central regions of the brain and
correlated them with pain sensitivity. Hence we are yet to analyze the correlation between
the other regions and pain sensitivity. Since we have not yet analyzed the modulation of
alpha oscillation during the self-experience phase, we are yet to conclude on the neural
mechanisms of placebo hypoalgesia.
The limitations of our study need some mentioning. First, the sample size after the
exclusion of certain participants was low which gave us insignificant results. Second, the
participants observed a picture of the demonstrator which denied them of live interaction
and this could have been one of the factors influencing the placebo response. Third, the
experimental pain was phasic while in the clinical setting it is usually a chronic pain.
Fourth, the demonstrator being a male while we had female experimental subjects did not
help us derive a possible gender difference in observational learning. Fifth, compared to
functional magnetic resonance imaging EEG source localization of brain activity is
inferior although it has a higher temporal resolution. In conclusion, this is a pilot study
investigating the complex phenomenon of placebo hypoalgesia and the various learning
methods involved. Further, by unraveling the neural mechanisms of socially-induced
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placebo hypoalgesia will help us to understand more about the factors that can potentially
alter any EEG based markers for chronic pain. In the clinical context placebo
phenomenon is salient and being able to induce placebo hypoalgesia through social
interactions can help in the improvement of treatment outcomes.
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